Collection
Reference

Kuros
598.301.A

Limited series
Description

188 watches
Selfwinding chronograph movement indicating hours, minutes, seconds and dates

Materials

Black DLC-coated titanium
5N gold

Movement
Movement
Winding rotor

Selfwinding movement - base ETA 2094 - with TOP finish
Personalised black PVD-coated rotor

Power reserve
Jewels

37h
33

Functions
Time indications Hours, minutes and seconds at 9 o’clock
Chronograph
Flat diamond polished big central seconds hand with painted tip
Three-armed seconds counter (logo reminder)
Brushed hours and minutes counters
Shotblasted seconds counter
Chronograph pushers in brushed and shotblasted 5N gold
Chronograph hours and minutes shown by the CYRUS logo between 4 and 5 o’clock
Dates

Dates displayed in a large fan aperture at 12 o'clock
CYRUS typeface

Case

Registered “catch the eye” design developed by the CYRUS workshops
Bezel in brushed black DLC-coated titanium
Case in brushed black DLC-coated titanium
Lugs in brushed black DLC-coated titanium
Lug flanks in polished black DLC-coated titanium
44mm including crowns

Case

Diameter
Crowns

5N gold
At 3 o’clock: crown - with CYRUS logo on the outside – to set the hours, minutes and
date
At 9 o’clock: “Keep the secret” crown - with CYRUS logo on the outside - a lateral
movement reveals the limited series number

Sapphire crystal Toroidal sapphire crystal (double rounded angles at 12-6 o'clock and 9-3 o’clock)
Caseback
Solid back
Stater medallion, diameter 18mm in 5N gold
Reproduction of the 2,500-year-old original.
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The original stater coin is owned by CYRUS
Text for the owner of the KUROS:
“Share the values of CYRUS THE GREAT, the powerful conqueror, considered as the
precursor of human rights. His spirit of conquest is still living in this timepiece. Be part
of it ”
Finishes

CYRUS screw fittings

Dial

Black dial with diamond polished applied markers
“Trilogy” design by the CYRUS design studio
Numeral interiors in Superluminova

Hands

Faceted and diamond polished hours and minutes hands with Superluminova tips
Seconds hand featuring three flat diamond polished arms with Superluminova points

Strap
Clasp

Rubber, classic version, designed by the CYRUS workshops
Folding clasp in brushed black DLC-coated titanium
Unique design inspired by the shape of the case
CYRUS logo on the cover

Dial

Strap

Number of components
Box

316
Developed by the CYRUS design studio

Swiss Made
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